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Legends of the Old Republic: The God of Hyperspace Episode 4



The God of Hyperspace has moved into it's slower Second Act. This is the Act where the action takes a break and characters develop and plots unfold. And boy did they.. Last week our heroes; Kira Chan (Twi-Lek Jedi), Mok Rebus (Coruscantian Homicide Investigator), and Ensign Crona Gock (Corulagian Ship's Pilot); finished saving the space station orbitting the planet Allooine from terrorists and continued their manhunt for Sone, a Jedi suspected of murdering Incom executive Dyet Nayal on Coruscant. They were suprised by a vist from mysterious black-clad Jedi called the Shadows who proceeded to cover up the death of a Republic Senator and several classified personnel during the terrorist takeover, and take several survivors, including the Senator's aide, back to a classified station on the far side of the planet. This week, the investigation continues. Rebus was given a datapad by the station Hotel owner. It was in the storage locker of an unoccupied room. The datapad was an official Senate datapad. Rebus determined that it belonged to the Senator's aide. In it he found the Senator's itenerary and reasons for coming to the station. The Senator had discovered from his contacts in Incom (his former employer) that Incom was funding the Doloun, the terrorists on Allooine. He was afraid they were attempting to steal the Dollophon. Chan conducts some research on the planet and discovers that the planet was a "lost" colony and was rediscovered 150 years ago. Investors wanted to make the planet a tourist destination (imagine a planet of



nothing but South Pacific islands), but the native's anti-Hyperspace sentiment kept travellers away. Eight years ago, however, traffic to the system boomed and a space station was built in orbit. A little more research uncovered that the increase in traffic coincided with the crash of a Republic Battleship on an island on the far side of the planet, and subsequent evacuation of the island due to a dangerous reactor leak. She found no reference to the site ever being cleaned or the island resettled. Shortly afterwards, the Rara Avis, the Republic Cruiser assigned to Mok's investigation, was recalled to Coruscant. Desperate, Mok requested to stay with the ship's Pinnace, it's pilot Crona, one of the Power Armors, and R2-LX. Commander Pentu, knowing that the recall was part of the cover-up, agreed and the Rara Avis left the system. Concerned about obtaining a reliable local guide, Ensign Gock finally reveals that he is from the planet Allooine, and not from Corulag as he claimed. He explains that the ran away from home when he was 12 and claimed to be a war orphan to keep from being sent back to his parents. He offers to act as their guide. The team landed at the planet's only spaceport in the city of Leanaha. The spaceport was manned by one bored traffic controller who'd rather be anywhere else. Allooine doesn't get much space traffic due to the anti-hyperspace sentiments of the locals. Finding the traffic controller to be less than helpful in their investigation, they went to the Security Constable for the city, Officer Kine. Kine, despite being an Allooinian native, was intelligent, educated, and helfpul. He told Rebus of the troubles with the terrorists and recent terrorist activity. In recent weeks the terrorists have become better armed and equipped. He also tells him a bit about the local religion. The religious leaders of the Doloun, the Elders, keep their identities secret from the masses, as do the terrorists, who consider themselves "Holy Warriors". They also learn that the mountains toward the center of the island used to be home to pirates and bandits, and could be a likely hideout for the terrorists. While leaving the security center, Ensign Gock almost literally runs into his twin brother, Kashan! Kashan is a local Newsnet recorder who reports on Aquaculture and weather. He was bringing in his latest data to add to the Republic NewsNet. After a pleasant reunion, they decided to go to a local open-air juice bar to talk. Kashan reveals that their father is ill from pressure sickness, the side effect of years of Aquacultural deep-sea diving. Kashan explains that although father never liked Crona, and that he always protecthed Crona from their father, he feels that their father would be happy to see him, to know that Crona is still alive after all these years. That evening, as the sun set in brilliant pinks and blues and purples, Crona goes to visit his parents. Suspecting that his father might be an Elder, he agrees to allow Kira to telepathically monitor their reunion for any info that might help them find the terrorists, which will lead them to the killer, Sone. Crona meets his mother, who at first mistakes him for Kashan. After a tearful reunion, he is led to his father. His father is delirious from fever and looks poorly. At first, his father is happy to see the lost boy, but quickly denies him and turns away, claiming he has no other son. Gock talks with his mother some more, telling her of his desire to return home and rejoin the religion. He also listens to her theories about a secret base on the other side of the planet. She believes the Republic has found the ancient mythical city of Eches and is keeping it a secret. A belief that she has been ostracized for among her peers and the local authorities. When Gock mentions Dolok and his return, the father becomes agitated. Kira, hiding on the roof and monitoring the meeting telepathically, notices that the father's mental



discipline and fortitude increase dramatically, as if the father has become a different person! The only thought he can receive is "He must not know! They must never know!" Meanwhile, Rebus was returning to the ship to get R2-LX when he was accosted by some local toughs for being an outsider. When he was surrounded, he covered his eyes and dropped a flash grenade. In the confusion and blindness, Rebus, who was partially blinded himself, ran inside the spaceport to safety. After the reunion, Gock and Chan re-join and return to the ship. They get Rebus and decide to go to the Republic Colonist Center, which also has a hotel. Gock and Rebus get some sleep while Chan takes in a late-night swim in the Zero-Gee pool (a cube of water floating in a room). Returning from her swim and drying herself off, Chan sensed danger from the Gock and Chan's room. She grabber her lightsabers and entered. Within she saw Gock and Rebus, bound and hooded, and ten armed Doloun terrorists! To be Continued...!



**Post Game Wrap-Up** This week's game was definitely Crona's, and Crona's player, Neil, was given a chance to shine. His reunion with his family and admission of his heritage was pure drama. It was perfect. My challenge now is to give them clues without sending them on wild goose chases (sometimes players take the data and make wild conclusions and go with it, and I can't just say "No, that's not it!", they've got to learn what's useful and what's useless). My plan for next week will get them back on track and will lead nicely into the third act, and then the final action-packed conclusion! (probably in about 3-4 weeks)



**Next Week on The God of Hyperspace** Chan must save her friends, there's another visit from the Shadows, and a visit to the secret base!!
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